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When Reynolds number Re (´ U1d/º , where U1 is the free stream velocity, d is the cylinder diameter, and
º is the kinematic viscosity of � uid) varies from 103 to 104 , there is a large change in the turbulent near-wake
dynamics (e.g., the base pressure coef� cient, � uctuating lift coef� cient, and vortex formation length) of a circular
cylinder, which has previously been connected to the generation of small-scale Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices. This
work aims to investigate how this Re variation affects the three components of the vorticity vector and to provide a
relatively complete set of three-dimensional vorticity data. All three components of vorticity were simultaneously
measured in the intermediate region of a turbulent circular-cylinder wake using a multiwire vorticity probe. It
is observed that the root-mean-square values of the three vorticity components increase with Re, especially the
streamwise component, which shows a large jump from Re = 5 ££ 103 to Re = 104. At Re = 2.5 ££ 103, the maximum
phase-averaged spanwise vorticity variance hh!2

z ii¤, normalized by d and U1 , is twice as large as its counterpart for
the streamwise component, hh!2

xii¤ , or the lateral component, hh!2
y ii¤. However, at Re = 104, the maximum hh!2

z ii¤ is
only 55% larger than the maximum hh!2

x ii¤ or 47% larger than the maximum hh!2
y ii¤ . The observation is consistent

with the perception that the three-dimensionality of the � ow is enhanced at higher Re due to the occurrence of
Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices. The effect of Re on vorticity signals, spectra, and coherent and incoherent vorticity
� elds is also examined.

I. Introduction

F LOW around a circular cylinder has been a subject of inten-
sive interest to engineers and scientists for many decades. The

Reynolds number, Re (´U1d=º, where U1 is the free stream ve-
locity, d is the cylinder diameter, and º is the kinematic viscosity
of � uid), has a profound effect on the near-wake dynamics. This
effect has attracted a great deal of attention in the literature, par-
ticularly in the range of Re D 103–104. In this range, the Strouhal
number Sr and the drag coef� cient CD experience mild variation.1

However, there is a large change in the formation length of Kármán
vortices,2 and the mean base pressure coef� cient ¡Cpb exhibits an
almost 50% increase.3 The � uctuating lift coef� cient C

0
L displays a

drastic increase from nearly zero at Re D 1:0 £ 103 to about 0.4 at
Re D 1:0 £ 104 (Refs. 1 and 4–6). Accordingly, the velocity � uctua-
tion in the shear layer around the cylinder increases signi� cantly.4;7

Instantaneousstructuresshow the generationof small-scaleKelvin–
Helmholtz vortices, particularly evident at Re D 5 £ 103 and even
more so at Re D 1:0 £ 104 (Ref. 8). One interesting question to be
asked is how thesenear-wakevariationswith Re would impact upon
the downstream wake. This work aims to investigate the Re effect
on the evolution of the three-dimensionalvorticity, which is an im-
portant characteristicof turbulence, in the intermediate wake.
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There have been very limited experimental data on vorticity in a
turbulent near or intermediate wake. The measurement of vorticity
has proven to be a challenge,9¡11 especially when all three compo-
nents of the vorticityvector are needed.Marasli et al.9 presented the
root-mean-square(rms)valuesof the threesimultaneouslymeasured
vorticity components only at x=d D 30 and Re D 2:0 £ 103 . Mi and
Antonia12 obtained the spanwise and lateral vorticity components
separatelyusing a probe consistingof two X wires for x=d D 10–70
at Re D 3:0 £ 103, without measuring the streamwise component.
Zhang et al.’s13 measurementof the three vorticitycomponentscov-
ered x=d D 20 to 40 at Re D 5:6 £ 103 but suffered from poor spatial
resolution.Therefore,anotherobjectiveof thepresentwork is to pro-
vide reliable three-dimensional vorticity data over x=d D 10 to 40
from both coherent and incoherent vorticity � elds. These data are
important for the thorough understandingof turbulent � ow and the
validation of turbulence models.

A vorticity probe in general consists of multiple hot wires. The
� rst attempt to measure all three components of the vorticity vector
was made by Wassman and Wallace14 using a nine-wire probe. To
avoid cross-talk between the wires, this probe was later re� ned and
tested by Balint et al.,15 Vukoslavcevicand Wallace,16 and Tsinober
et al.17 and was used by Marasli et al.9 to measure simultaneously
the three components of vorticity in a turbulent intermediate wake.
Using a simpler con� guration, Zhu and Antonia18 employed four X
wires, with two aligned in the x–y plane (see Figs. 1a and 1b for
sketches of the probe) and the others in the y–z plane, to measure
all three components of the vorticity vector in a turbulent far wake.
Attractive features of the probe include its ease of construction,
the use of a standard yaw–pitch calibration for an X wire, and the
potential for spatial resolution to be corrected.

Experimentaldetails and data processingare described in Sec. II.
Section III presents the instantaneous signals, probability density
functions, and rms values of the three components of the vorticity
vector, followed by the coherent vorticity � elds (Sec. IV) and con-
tributionsfrom the coherentstructuresto threevorticitycomponents
(Sec. V). The work is concluded in Sec. VI.
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Fig. 1 Sketches of the vorticity probe and experimental arrangement:
a) side view of the probe, b) front view of the probe, and c) experimental
arrangement.

II. Experimental Details
Measurements were conducted in an open-return low-turbulence

wind tunnelat the Universityof Newcastlewith a workingsectionof
0.35 m £ 0:35 m and 2.4 m long. A circular cylinder with diameter
d D 12:7 mm was used to generatethewake.The freestreamvelocity
U1 were 3, 6, and 12 m/s, resulting in Re D 2:5 £ 103 , 5:0 £ 103,
and 1:0 £ 104. A probe consisting of four X wires (Figs. 1a and
1b) was used to measure all three components of the vorticity vec-
tor simultaneously. Two of the X wires were aligned in the x–y
plane and separated by 1z D 1:9 mm in the z direction; the other
two were in the x–z plane and separated by 1y ¼ 1z in the y di-
rection. These separations correspond here to 1z ¼ 1y ¼ 8 ¡ 30´,
where ´ ´ .º3=h"i/1=4 is the Kolmogorov length scale and h"i is
the mean energy dissipation rate. By using the present probe, 9 of
the 12 velocity derivative correlations involved in the expression
for h"i can be measured simultaneously.The quantities h.@v=@y/2i
and h.@w=@z/2i cannot be measured directly. However, they can be
obtained indirectly from continuity, viz.,
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By assuming homogeneity, the last term in Eq. (1b) can be replaced
by 4h.@v=@z/.@w=@y/i and the mean energy dissipation rate can be
expressed as
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Table 1 Kolmogorov length scales (millimeters) at various
locations and Reynolds numbers

x=d Re D 2:5 £ 103 Re D 5:0 £ 103 Re D 1:0 £ 104

10 0.17 0.12 0.076
20 0.22 0.14 0.09
40 0.31 0.2 0.12

All of these terms can be measured by the presentprobe. The values
of h"i obtained from Eq. (1c) are used to calculate the Kolmogorov
length scale ´. These values are given in Table 1. The separation
between the two inclined wires of each X wire was about 0.6 mm.
AnotherX wire, placedat y D 4–7d , dependingon the measurement
station x=d D 10–40, was used in conjunction with the vorticity
probein order to providea phase referencefor the measuredvorticity
signals (Fig. 1c).

The hot wires were etched from Wollaston (Pt–10% Rh) wires.
The active length was about 200dw , where dw D 2:5 ¹m is the wire
diameter.The wireswereoperatedon in-houseconstant-temperature
circuits at an overheat ratio of 0.5. The probe was calibrated at
the centerline of the tunnel using a pitot static tube connected to a
MKS Baratron pressure transducer (least countD 0:01 mm H2O).
The yaw calibration was performed over §20 deg. The included
angle of each X wire was about 110 deg and the effective angle
of the inclined wires was about 35 deg, which was suf� cient to
minimize the effect of large velocity cone angles (e.g., Perry et al.19

and Browne et al.20). Output signals from the anemometers were
passed through buck and gain circuits and low-pass � ltered at a
cutoff frequency fc close to NU =2¼´, which is commonly identi� ed
as theKolmogorovfrequency fK , where NU is the localmeanvelocity
in the streamwise direction. The � ltered signals were subsequently
sampled at a frequency fs D 2 fc using a 12-bit analog-to-digital
converter. The duration of data was about 60 s.

It is assumed that each X probe measures the two velocity com-
ponents at the center of the probe. While measured velocity com-
ponents can be signi� cantly in error when the velocity gradients
are large,16;21;22 the mean velocity gradient is not signi� cant in the
present � ow. Using a range of hot-wire yaw factors corresponding
to these experimental conditions, errors in neglecting the � uctuat-
ing instantaneous velocity gradients are estimated to be about 3%
and 4% for u rms and vrms (or wrms), respectively,where u, v, and w
are the velocity � uctuations in the x , y, and z directions, respec-
tively. The binormal cooling effect on each X probe has also been
neglected,which only gives rise to an error of 1–3% for urms and vrms

(or wrms) when the local turbulence intensity is about 10%.23 The
present urms= NU ranges from 20% to 10% for x=d D 10–40. There-
fore, the error in neglecting the binormal cooling effect is estimated
to be about 4%. Experimental uncertainties in NU and urms (or vrms

and wrms) were inferred from errors in the hot-wire calibration data
as well as the scatter (20 to 1 odds) observed in repeating the exper-
iment a number of times. The uncertainty for NU was about §2%,
while uncertainties for u rms, vrms, and wrms were about §5%, §6%,
and §6%, respectively.

The vorticity components are calculated from the measured ve-
locity signals, viz.,
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where 1w and 1u in Eqs. (2) and (4) are velocity differences be-
tween X wires a and c (Figs. 1a and 1b); 1v and 1u in Eqs. (2) and
(3) are velocity differences between X wires b and d . The spatial
separation 1x is estimated based on Taylor’s hypothesis, given by
¡Uc.21t/, where Uc is the averageconvectionvelocityof vortices,
given by 0:87 » 0:89U1 , depending on the streamwise location,24
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and 1t ´ 1= fs is the time interval between two consecutive points
in the time series of velocity signals. This method would have the
advantagesof allowing 1x ¼ 1y ¼ 1z, to avoid phase shift10 and to
maintainthe same levelof spectralattenuationfor the sameReynolds
number between the velocity gradients occurring in Eqs. (2–4). Be-
cause of limited spatial resolutionof the probe, the velocity deriva-
tives in the vorticitycomponentsare expected to be underestimated.
The errors in measuring vorticity components at x=d D 10; 20, and
40 are estimated to be about28%, 18%, and 10% for Re D 2:5 £ 103,
41%, 33%, and 22% for Re D 5:0 £ 103 , and 68%, 55%, and 41%
for Re D 1:0 £ 104, respectively.

III. Characteristics of the Three Vorticity Components
A. Vorticity Signals

Vorticity is derived from velocity � uctuations measured by the
four X wires. Measured velocity signals may be erroneous if the
probe is not constructed properly, especially because of inappro-
priate effective angles. To examine the appropriatenessof effective
angles,the probabilitydensityfunctions(pdfs)of the velocityvector
angle (¯) at x=d D 10 for differentReynolds numbersare calculated
and shown in Fig. 2. The velocityvectorangle is calculatedbasedon
the instantaneous longitudinaland transversevelocity components,
U and V . For all Reynolds numbers, the velocity vector angles are
comparable. The probability that the velocity vector angles exceed
§35 deg is only 0.1%, resulting in a negligible effect on measured
velocity � uctuations. Note that ¯ may be larger than the calibra-
tion yaw angle (§20 deg). Ideally, the yaw angle should exceed the
largest ¯ . However, Browne et al.25 found that the dependence of
the effective angle of the X wire on the yaw angle was negligible
over the range from ¡40 to 15 deg and concluded that the calibra-
tion yaw angle range of §15 deg was adequate for � ows with a
moderate turbulence intensity. Furthermore, for all Re investigated,
only 8% of ¯ for y=d · 1:0 are larger than the maximum yaw angle
(§20 deg). The percentagedrops to 2% for a larger y=d . It is there-

Fig. 2 PDF of velocity vector angles, ¯ = tan¡1 (V/U), at x/d = 10.

Fig. 3 Instantaneous signals of transverse velocity and three vorticity components on the vortex center (y/d = 0.6) at x/d = 10: a) Re = 2.5 ££ 103 ,
b) Re = 5.0 ££ 103 , and c) Re = 1.0 ££ 104.

fore concluded that the errors due to a relatively small range of yaw
angles for calibration may be negligible.

Figure 3 presents the instantaneous signals of !x , !y , and !z ,
along with that of v, near the most likelyvortex location(y=d D 0:6)
(Refs. 26 and 27) at x=d D 10 for Re D 2.5 £ 103, 5.0 £ 103 , and
1.0 £ 104, where an asterisk denotes normalization by d and U1 .
(The arrow indicates the direction of the � ow. The dots and dashed
vertical lines on the v signals indicate possible vortex centers. The
horizontal lines are zero levels of the signals.) The v- and !z-
signals for all Re display large-scale quasi-periodical � uctuations,
indicating the occurrence of Kármán vortices. The zero v of posi-
tive dv=dt generally corresponds to the large-scale !z � uctuations
of negative sign and is identi� ed with the possible Kármán vor-
tex center, marked by a dot in the v-signal. The � uctuations, near
the vortex centers, of the !x - and !y -signals conform to the three-
dimensionalityof Kármán vortices. The !x - and !y -signals display
signi� cant � uctuations in either sign between spanwise vortex cen-
ters, which could be linked to the occurrence of quasi-longitudinal
rib structures.13;26;28 As Re increases, small-scale � uctuations in
the vorticity signals increase, particularly evident as Re changes
from 5:0 £ 103 to 1:0 £ 104 . The observation is consistent with the
previous report,8 based on high-image-density particle-image ve-
locimetry, that small-scaleKelvin–Helmholtz vorticeswere evident
at Re D 5:0 £ 103 and more so at Re D 1:0 £ 104 . It couldbe inferred
that the Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices are partially responsible for the
increased three-dimensionalityof the � ow.

B. Probability Density Function
Figure 4 shows the pdfs, P.!x /, P.!y / and P.!z/, calculated

based on vorticity signals measured near the most probable vortex
path (y=d D 0:6) at x=d D 10. The abscissa has been normalized
by the root-mean-square vorticity. P.!x / (Fig. 4a) is quite sym-
metric about zero for Re D 2:5 £ 103 and 5:0 £ 103 but shows a
slightly skewed peak for Re D 1:0 £ 104. This skewness is probably

Fig. 4 Probabilitydensity function of vorticity at y/d = 0.6 and x/d = 10:
a) P(!x), b) P(!y), and c) P(!z).
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Fig. 5 Three-dimensional conceptual spatial relationship between the spanwise structures and ribs (adapted from Mi and Antonia12 ).

due to experimental errors, because !x =!x ;rms must be symmetric
about zero as a result of the two-dimensional mean � ow. P.!y/
(Fig. 4b) displays its peak at !y=!y;rms D 0. The peak in P.!x / and
P.!y / at Re D 1:0 £ 104 drops considerably. This is more evident
for P.!x / and P.!x / at Re D 1:0 £ 104, broadening appreciably
for !x =!x;rms < §2 if comparedwith Re D 2:5 £ 103 and 5:0 £ 103.
The observation is internally consistent with the increasing rela-
tively small-scale � uctuations(Fig. 3) as Re increases. Presumably,
the broadening is largely linked to the increased Kelvin–Helmholtz
vortices. The more appreciablebroadening in P.!x / than in P.!y/
suggests that Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices tend to be aligned stream-
wise,consistentwithdirectnumericalsimulation.29 This furthersug-
gests a connection between Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices and the rib
structures,which aregenerallyconsideredto be quasi-longitudinal26

(Fig. 5).
P.!z/ exhibitstwin peaks(Fig. 4c).The peakof negativevorticity

is due to the spanwisevorticesof negativesign thatoccur at y=d > 0,
whereas that of positive vorticity is attributed to the spanwise vor-
tices of positive sign, whose center is at y=d < 0. At x=d D 10, the
centers of both positive and negative vortices occur near the cen-
terline (e.g., Zhou et al.30). Therefore, the vortices of both signs
can be detected at y=d D 0:6. As Re increases from 2:5 £ 103 to
1:0 £ 104, !z=!z;rms correspondingto the negative peak approaches
zero, moving from ¡0:47 to ¡0:20 (mostly betweenRe D 5:0 £ 103

and 1:0 £ 104). This variationsuggestsa reductionin the most likely
spanwise vorticity magnitude at the vortex center. Accordingly, the
time-averagednormalizedspanwisevorticity (not shown)decreases
in magnitude as Re increases.The three-dimensionality,along with
the viscous dissipation, mixing of opposite-signed vorticities, en-
trainment, and nonlinear effects, may cause a loss of spanwise
vorticity.31 The three-dimensionalityresults from the slant of span-
wise vortex rolls and the occurrence of predominantly longitudinal
structures such as Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices. The assertion is cor-
roborated by faster growing rms values, !x;rms and !y;rms , relative
to !z;rms , as discussed in the next subsection.

C. Reynolds Stresses and rms Vorticity
The normalized Reynolds normal stresses across the wake, u2¤ ,

v2¤ , and w2¤ , are shown in Fig. 6 for x=d D 10–40. The Reynolds
stresses in a circular cylinder wake have been extensively docu-
mented in the literature.12;13;28;30;32¡35 The near wake of a circular
cylinder is developing and the Reynolds normal stresses increase
with Re. As a result, the agreement in u2¤ and v2¤ between the
present and previous data is good for comparable Re but not so for
different Re. The Re dependence of the Reynolds normal stresses
appear less evident for a larger x=d. On the other hand, the Reynolds
shear stress exhibits little dependence on Re.

Figure 7 presents the cross-�ow distribution of the rms values,
!¤

x ;rms , !¤
y;rms , and !¤

z;rms , of the three vorticity components. The ra-
tio of rms vorticityvalues at the centerline and y=d ¼ 7, which may
be considered to be approximately in the free stream, is between

Fig. 6 Time-averaged Reynolds normal stress, Reynolds shear stress,
and spanwise vorticity distributions across the wake: a–c) u2¤ : x/d = 10,
20, 40; d–f) v2¤ : 10, 20, 40; g– i) w2¤ : 10, 20, 40; and j– l) u¤v¤: 10, 20, 40.

40 and 150 for different Re, indicating a good signal-to-noise ra-
tio. For the purpose of comparison, previous measurements9;12;13

are also included in the � gure. Zhang et al.’s13 measurement was
conducted at Re D 5:6 £ 103. But, due to poor spatial resolution
(3:5 » 5 mm), their data are even smaller than the present measure-
ment at Re D 2:5 £ 103 . Mi and Antonia12 used a four-wire probe
(consisting of two X wires separated by a distance of 1.2 mm) and
applied a correction to the measured rms values. As a result, their
!¤

y;rms and !¤
z;rms were considerably larger than the present data

at Re D 2.5 £ 103. Marasli et al.9 procured their measurement at
x=d D 30 using a 12-wire probe with a spatial resolution of about
2 mm. Because vorticityexperiencesfast streamwise decay, the dif-
ference in x=d alongwith a lowerRe (D 2:0 £ 103) contributesto the
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Fig. 7 Lateral distribution of the rms vorticity across the wake:
a–c) !¤

x;rms: x/d = 10, 20, 40; d–f) !¤
y;rms: 10, 20, 40; and g–i) !¤

z;rms:
10, 20, 40.

observation that their results are smaller than the present ones. This
comparison indicates that the present vorticity measurement is rea-
sonable. The values of !¤

x ;rms , !¤
y;rms, and !¤

z;rms rise with increasing
Re. In contrast with u2¤ , v2¤ , and w2¤ , the Re dependence of !¤

x;rms ,
!¤

y;rms , and !¤
z;rms persists even at x=d D 40. At x=d D 10 (Figs. 7a,

7d, and 7g), !¤
x;rms and !¤

y;rms are considerablysmaller than !¤
z;rms for

Re · 5:0 £ 103. However,!¤
x ;rms and !¤

y;rms show a faster growth rate
than!¤

z;rms; !¤
x;rms , !

¤
y;rms , and !¤

z;rms increaseby29%,27%,and 10%,
respectively, from Re D 2:5 £ 103 to 1:0 £ 104 . As a matter of fact,
the rms values of the three vorticity components are approximately
the same at Re D 1:0 £ 104, which is agreeable with Zhang et al.’s
report.13 As illustratedin Fig. 5, small-scaleKelvin–Helmholtz vor-
tices or rib structures are predominantly aligned in the streamwise
direction. The fact that most of the increase in !¤

x;rms and !¤
y;rms

occurs from Re D 5:0 £ 103 to 1:0 £ 104 is consistent with the in-
tensi� ed generationof Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices in this Re range.8

IV. Coherent Vorticity Field
A. Phase Averaging

The coherent vorticity � eld may be extracted using a phase-
averagingmethod.30;32;33 Brie� y, the v-signalsfrom the movingvor-
ticity probe and � xed X wire were both digitally bandpass � ltered
with the center frequency set at fo, estimated from the frequency
at which a pronounced peak occurred in the v-spectrum, using a
fourth-orderButterworth � lter. The low- and high-pass frequencies
were chosen to be the same as fo , that is, a zero bandpass width
was chosen. Such a choice allows a better focus on the organized
structures.

The � ltered signal v f is given by the thicker line in Fig. 8. Two
phases of particular interest are identi� ed on v f , viz.,

Phase A:
dv f

dt
> 0; v f D 0 (5)

Phase B:
dv f

dt
< 0; v f D 0 (6)

Fig. 8 Signal v from the movable three-dimensional vorticity probe
and vR from the � xed reference probe at Re = 2.5 ££ 103 , x/d = 10. (The
thicker line represents the � ltered signal vf .)

The two phases correspond to times tA;i andtB;i (measured from
an arbitrary time origin), respectively. The � ltered signal from the
vorticity probe was used to determine the phase of the !x -, !y -, and
!z-signals from the vorticity probe for averaging, viz.,

Á D ¼
t ¡ tA;i

tB;i ¡ tA;i
; tA;i · t · tB;i (7)

Á D ¼
t ¡ tB;i

tA;i C 1 ¡ tB;i
C ¼; tB;i · t · tA;i C 1 (8)

The interval between phases A and B was made equal to
0:5To D 0:5= fo by compressionor stretchingandwas furtherdivided
into 30 equal intervals. The difference between the local phase at
each y-location of the vorticity probe and the reference phase of the
� xed X wire probe was used to producephase-averagedcontoursof
coherent vorticity in the (Á; y) plane.

The phase average of an instantaneousquantity B is given by

hBik D
1
N

NX

i D 1

Bk;i (9)

where k represents phase. For convenience, the subscript k will
be omitted. N is about 1800, 2800, and 5200 for Re D 2:5 £ 103 ,
5:0 £ 103, and 1:0 £ 104 , respectively.

B. Extract of Coherent Structure
Based on the triple decomposition36 the variable B can be viewed

as the sum of the time mean NB and the � uctuating component ¯:

B D NB C ¯ (10)

where B stands for instantaneous vorticity. The � uctuation ¯ may
represent !x , !y , or !z and can be further decomposed into the
coherent � uctuation Q̄ ´ h¯i and a remainder ¯r , viz.,

¯ D Q̄ C ¯r (11)

The coherent � uctuation Q̄.´ h¯i/ re� ects the effect from the
large-scale coherent structures, while the remainder ¯r mainly re-
sults from the incoherent structures. Squaring to both sides of
Eq. (11) and assuming a negligiblecorrelationbetween the coherent
� uctuation and the remainder yields the equation

h¯2i D Q̄2 C
«
¯2

r

¬
(12)
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C. Coherent Vorticity Fields
Figure 9 presents the iso contours of the phase-averaged or co-

herent vorticity, Q!¤
z at Re D 2.5 £ 103 . The phase Á, ranging from

¡2¼ to C2¼ , can be interpreted in terms of a longitudinaldistance,
Á D 2¼ corresponding to the average vortex wavelength. To avoid
any distortionof the physicalspace the same scales are used in the Á
and y¤ directionsin Figs. 9 and 10. The positionsof centersand sad-
dle points,28 estimated from sectional streamlines (not shown), are
denoted by C and £, respectively.The Q!¤

z contours (Fig. 9) display
the familiar Kármán vortex street (the � ow � eld below y¤ < 0 is not
shown). The vortex center, identi� ed by the maximum concentra-
tion of Q!¤

z and marked by C, slowly shifts toward the free stream
for increasing x=d , from y=d ¼ 0:3 at x=d D 10 to y=d ¼ 1:0 at
x=d D 40. The result agrees with previous reports.18;21 The maxi-

Table 2 Maximum magnitude of ~!¤
z

at different Reynolds numbers

Re Q!¤
z

2:5 £ 103 1.09
5:0 £ 103 1.02
5:830£ 103 (Ref. 33) 1.03
1:0 £ 104 0.94
1:3 £ 104 (Ref. 26) 1.09

Fig. 9 Phase-averaged vorticity contours ~!¤
z : a) Re = 2.5 ££ 103: x/d = 10, contour interval = 0.2; b) Re = 2.5 ££ 103: 20, 0.1; c) Re = 2.5 ££ 103: 40, 0.04;

d)Re = 5.0 ££ 103: 10,0.2;e) Re = 5.0 ££ 103: 20, 0.1; f) Re = 5.0 ££ 103: 40, 0.04;g) Re = 1.0 ££ 104; 10, 0.2; h) Re = 1.0 ££ 104: 20, 0.1;and i) Re = 1.0 ££ 104:
40, 0.04. (Centers and saddle points are denoted by + and ££.)

Fig. 10 Contours of phase-averaged vorticity variances at x/d = 10: a) hh!2
x ii¤: Re = 2.5 ££ 103: contour interval= 0.2; b) hh!2

y ii¤: Re = 2.5 ££ 103, 0.19;
c) hh!2

z ii¤: Re = 2.5 ££ 103 , 0.28; d) hh!2
x ii¤: Re = 5.0 ££ 103, 0.2; e) hh!2

y ii¤: Re = 5.0 ££ 103, 0.19; f) hh!2
z ii¤: Re = 5.0 ££ 103, 0.28; g) hh!2

x ii¤: Re = 1.0 ££ 104 ,
0.2; h) hh!2

y ii¤: Re = 1.0 ££ 104, 0.19; and i) hh!2
z ii¤: Re = 1.0 ££ 104 , 0.28. (Centers and saddle points are denoted by + and ££.)

mum concentrationof Q!¤
z impairs for a larger x=d . Table 2 lists the

maximum magnitude of Q!¤
z at x=d D 10, along with previous re-

ports. The present data are in good agreement with Matsumura and
Antonia’s estimate33 also obtained using a phase-averaging tech-
nique,but are smaller than HussainandHayakawa’s measurement.26

The difference may be ascribed to two reasons, different measure-
ment techniquesanddetectiontechniques.The presentvorticitydata
should have improved spatial resolution (about 2 mm), compared
with Hussainand Hayakawa’s data (about5 mm). Nonetheless,their
detections based on vorticity concentrationsprobably contribute to
the higher coherent vorticity concentration. It seems that the maxi-
mum Q!¤

z is approximately independent of Re.
The present phase-averaging technique based on spanwise vor-

tices is unable to separate coherent and incoherent!x or !y , whose
signs may be randomly given with respect to the spanwise vortex,
resulting in the cancellationof positiveand negativevorticityduring
phase-averaging.Therefore, the contours of phase-averagedvortic-
ity variances h!2

x i¤, h!2
yi¤, and h!2

z i¤ at x=d D 10 are calculated.
With a suf� ciently large number of detections, the averaged h!2

x i¤,
h!2

yi¤, and h!2
z i¤ over one wavelength of spanwise vortices should

be equal to the corresponding time-averaged vorticity variances,
i.e., !2¤

x , !2¤
y , and !2¤

z , respectively, which has been veri� ed (the
difference is within 10%). Therefore, the phase-averagedvorticity
variances are effectively the sum of the coherent and incoherent
structures.
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Fig. 11 Coherent contributionsto spanwise vorticity variance: ~!2
z /!2

z :
x/d = a) 10, b) 20, and c) 40.

The h!2
z i¤ contours (Fig. 10) display a pattern similar to that of

Q!¤
z , i.e., the Kármán vortex street, suggestinga predominant contri-

bution from the spanwise structures. [The thicker solid line denotes
the outermost vorticity contours of Q!¤

z (Fig. 9.).] Nonetheless, there
is an appreciable difference. For example, the maximum h!2

z i¤ oc-
curs slightly downstream of the vortex center, irrespective of Re.
On the other hand, the h!2

x i¤ and h!2
yi¤ contours are rather different

from those of Q!¤
z for all Re. Their maximum concentrations occur

considerably away from the vortex center. The concentrations are
probably the combined effect of the three dimensionality of span-
wise structuresand incoherentstructuressuch as Kelvin–Helmholtz
vortices or quasi-longitudinalrib structures.At Re D 2:5 £ 103, the
maximum h!2

z i¤ is twice as large as those of h!2
x i¤ and h!2

yi¤. How-
ever, as Re increases, the difference between the maximum h!2

z i¤

and h!2
x i¤ or h!2

y i¤ diminishes. At Re D 1:0 £ 104 , the maximum
h!2

z i¤ is only 55% larger than the maximum h!2
x i¤ or 47% larger

than the maximum h!2
yi¤. The observation conforms to that of the

rms values (Fig. 7) and recon� rms that the three-dimensionalityof
the � ow is enhanced at higher Re.

V. Coherent Contributions to Reynolds Stress
and Spanwise Vorticity Variance

Assuming a phase-averaged structure beginning at k1 samples
(corresponding to Á D ¡¼ ) before Á D 0 and ending at k2 samples
(correspondingto Á D ¼ ) afterÁ D 0, the structuralaverage,denoted
by a double overbar, is de� ned by

Q̄ Q° D 1
k1 C k2 C 1

k2X

¡k1

Q̄ Q° (13)

where¯ and ° standfor vorticitycomponents.The valueof k1 (D k2)
is 30, so that theduration(k1 C k2 C 1) correspondsapproximatelyto
the average vortex-sheddingperiod. The ratio of Q̄ Q° to ¯° provides
a measure for the contribution from the coherent structures to the
vorticity variance or Reynolds stresses.

As discussed earlier, the coherent component of !x or !y cannot
be extracted at present.Therefore, only the coherent contributionto
the spanwise vorticity variance is calculated. Figure 11 shows the
cross-� ow distribution of Q!2

z =!2
z . Evidently, Q!2

z =!2
z decreases with

an increase in Re; the maximum Q!2
z =!2

z at x=d D 10 (Fig. 11a) is
about 37% at Re D 2.5£ 103 , 32% at Re D 5:0 £ 103 , and 21% at
Re D 1:0 £ 104. The result is consistent with increasing Kelvin–
Helmholtz vortices or three-dimensionality of the � ow at higher
Re. A similar observation is made at x=d D 20 and 40 (Figs. 11b
and 11c). But the coherent contribution to spanwise vorticity vari-
ance reduces rapidly for a larger x=d probably due to the break-up
of spanwise structures.

VI. Conclusions
It has been observed that the Reynolds number has a signi� cant

in� uence on the three simultaneouslymeasured components of the
vorticity vector. The investigation leads to the following conclu-
sions:

1) The instantaneous vorticity signals exhibit a signi� cantly
growing small-scale � uctuations for a higher Re, especially from

Re D 5:0 £ 103 to 1:0 £ 104 . The Re range coincides with that pre-
viously reported of the evident generation of small-scale Kelvin–
Helmholtz vortices based on PIV.8 Correspondingly, the rms val-
ues of streamwise and lateral vorticity components increase con-
siderably. The observations indicate a rapidly enhanced three-
dimensionality of the � ow, which could be ascribed mostly to the
effect of Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices.

2) The coherent vorticity � eld has been calculated based on the
measured vorticity. At Re D 2:5 £ 103, the maximum h!2

z i¤ is twice
as large as that of h!2

x i¤ or h!2
yi¤. However, at Re D 1:0 £ 104, the

maximum h!2
z i¤ is merely 55% larger than the maximum h!2

x i¤ or
47% larger than the maximum h!2

yi¤. Correspondingly, the con-
tribution from the coherent structures to spanwise vorticity vari-
ance declines considerably. The results suggest increased three-
dimensionality of spanwise structures, which is consistent with the
perception that the three-dimensionalityof the � ow is enhanced at
higher Re.

3) The maximum spanwise coherent vorticity is approximately
independent of Re, at least for the Re range presently investigated.
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